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Bk05 tri-folding bluetooth keyboard

You should never underestimate the usefulness of always having a physical keyboard on hand to type long emails, messages, status updates and more on any phone or tablet, wherever you go. IClever's BK05 fold-out Bluetooth keyboard gives you a full-size typing experience without sacrificing portability. Both ends of the keyboard can
be folded inwards like wings, condensing the device into a small shell unit that you can easily put in a bag or a large pocket. When open, you can pair it wirelessly with up to three separate devices and switch between them at will using the Fn + Q shortcut key keyboard (device 1), Fn +W (device 2) and Fn +E (device 3). There's also a
USB connection that allows for a potential fourth device if you need it. Scissor keys themselves feel pretty good and respond to typing, and in the top row there are a series of media control keys. You can even enable a dim or bright tail light in one of three colors: red, blue or green. The BK05 backbone is made of aircraft class aluminum
frame, the rechargeable battery lasts up to 300 hours, and several balance stands are included to keep things stable as you type. This is an extremely handy little gadget, and with only $49 on Amazon, it doesn't break the bank at all. If you're ok with an even smaller typing experience, they offer a BK03 mini-size model for $37. Posted By
Chris Gonzales Sign up for our weekly awesomeness newsletter for updates and highlights from the site. There are many different folding keyboards on the market for mobile warriors, prepared travelers, surfers in the café and a tiny house Gadgeteers. These small keyboards are designed to take up minimal space while providing a
comfortable touch mode on mobile devices. I've tried a lot of different ones over the years and I usually find something about them that annoys me like the layout or size of the key. So I wasn't too hopeful when I accepted the offer to view the iClever Tri-folding Bluetooth keyboard (IC-BK05), but having used it for the past week, I'm
surprisingly impressed. Check. This keyboard has a brushed aluminum outer shell and has three folding designs. After you charge the keyboard with an attached micro USB cable, developing it automatically, turn it on so that it is ready for use. Unlike many folding keyboards I've reviewed over the years, the iClever keyboard is actually
slightly larger than my favorite desktop-sized keyboard — Apple's wireless keyboard. The layout and size of the key are almost identical so I had no problem with the case of pressing the wrong keys. This keyboard has some nice features that are not found in other folding keyboards that I have reviewed. First of all, the keyboard has a
rear light feature. Not only that, you can choose from three including including including Red. And green. There are also two levels of brightness for the tail light. While this feature looks cool in photos, you really can't see it unless you're in a nice low-light area. Even on the brightest set you will not be able to see the tail light in the normally
lit area. My favorite feature of the iClever Tri-folding Bluetooth keyboard is that you can use it wired or wirelessly. So you can connect it to a desktop computer with a USB cable turned on, or pair it with your tablet or phone using Bluetooth. But wait, that's not all... You can leave your keyboard connected to your computer via USB and
switch to wireless mode using a combination of a function key to use it by phone or tablet. I tested this functionally while using this keyboard with a Windows laptop and LG G5 smartphone. I also tested it with the same phone and my MacBook Pro. It's pretty convenient to switch to wireless mode to reply to a text message when it comes
to your phone, rather than pick up your phone and use the touch keyboard. iClever also has three modes that include Android, iOS, and Windows. Switching between these modes allows special keys that lead to the home screen, media game control, volume control, etc. to work. After a week or two with this keyboard, I must say that it is
currently my favorite folding keyboard. It folds up to a small package, has a great look, large buttons and can be used both wirelessly and wired. The iClever Tri-folding Bluetooth keyboard is a guard. Source: Sample for this review was provided by iClever. Visit their more information page or Amazon for an order. Support Gadgeteer: We
can earn a small affiliate commission from buying from purchases via links on our website. As an Amazon associate, I make money from qualifying purchases. learn more. connect very easily. February 18, 2020 is easy to connect several devices. Just when I wanted to give up finding the perfect standard size flat RGB keyboard, wired.
February 15, 2020 Seriously, I was just in the process of throwing my other little RGB keyboard out the window due to constant problems with dropped connectivity. Although it has a nice design, most of these cheap Bluetooth 3.0 RGB keyboards built for tablets and iPads are constantly detached from the network forcing a lot of stalls,
restarting and reconnecting. Most also don't offer to use hard wire so the RGB backlight turns off after about a minute to save battery power. This iClever stays on for five minutes with my Macbook Pro, nice. I've been looking for a perfect flat low profile keyboard for years, I'm not sure how I almost missed this one. PROS:- Works perfectly
with Macbook Pro 15 2015 Retina SSD.- No pad count, no need for it, loss of space.- FULL SIZE Keys, no downsizing for weird typing and clumsy feeling.- Truly low profile flat keyboard with silent keys.- All black upper chassis and and and all aluminum metal bottom.- RGB backlight remains on for a long time with wired use, easy for 5
minutes or more. Cool.- Folding keyboard is smooth and smooth, makes easy transport, modern.- Solid build, quality construction and feel, this thing is pretty awesome. I thought folding posts on the inside edge of the keyboard might get in the way, but not at all. Sweet.- Bluetooth 5.1 instead of weak Bluetooth 3.0 as well as other
keyboards. I do not like and do not trust Bluetooth, it is very unreliable, 5.1 is much more consistent than 3.0. I'm just going to stay hard-wired and skip Bluetooth all together.- Arrived quickly within a few days, also coming up with a little black velvet transport cloth bags. CONS: - No. You'd better get one! If you don't need a pad number or
like jumbo clunky keys this iClever is pretty much the best low profile flat keyboard on the market. It's a great buy. Met Expectations 15 February 2020 I love the keyboard and it's lightweight and I love it well protected by the way it's designed. It comes with a bag and I would definitely buy this item again. I wish the battery life for the
keyboard was more obvious. Great keyboard for my iPad 14 February 2020. lightweight and very easy to use. The slim design fits nicely into my backpack. The tail light is also a beautiful feature. Very happy with my purchase. I would recommend for travel and telework. Radio as promised, on February 13, 2020, I have big fingers and the
keyboard was easy to use. It takes a little time to remember some shortcuts using the function button, but this is not a problem I have two different models I love them both Awesome Keyboard February 8, 2020 My favorite to go keyboard!! I really like the , I love it, I love it! February 7, 2020 My very slim, lightweight laptop stays home
now. I used this keyboard to write logs with my iPhone 7 on two international trips of 3 weeks each. The keyboard feel is identical to my Lenovo Yoga 3 Pro, but far more compact and light. If you can avoid using a multi-color rear light, charging the battery takes several days, approximately 8 hours. When not in use, the charge never
seems to fade. The instructions are obviously not compiled in the US, but I was able to understand all the functionalities and Bluetooth pairing. I've had it for five months, no malfunctions. If I lost it, I would absolutely buy this keyboard again! Great portable keyboard on multiple systems. January 31, 2020 Portable, perfect. I used it on
Chromebooks and MacBooks. Connects quickly, without missed keystrokes. It feels good. I'd probably prefer a slightly larger keyboard with a numpad. I like to have the ability to connect if I'm on a machine with bad Bluetooth. Great, Portable Keyboard January 24, 2020 This keyboard is fantastic. It goes well, comes with a bag to protect it
- but the base is metal, You'll probably be fine. Paired this thing almost immediately with my iPad Pro and my MacBook Pro. Easy to switch between. It feels good. It's working well. The $54.99 iClever 3 Color Backlight Bluetooth keyboard is an upgraded version of the portable keyboard we reviewed last year. It's slightly larger, with a less
cramped look, standard-sized buttons, and the ability to seamlessly switch between Bluetooth or wire connectivity to a plug-in micro USB cable. Add a color-changing tail light along with a sturdy and lightweight aluminum design, as well as compatibility with Android, iOS and Windows devices and you'll get our new editor's choice. The
design and featuresclever portable folding backlight Bluetooth keyboard measures 11.4 by 4.6 by 0.3 inches (HWD) when opened, and 6.5 by 4.7 by 0.6 inches folded. It weighs 9.12 ounces, making it slightly heavier than its predecessor, but still one of the lightest keyboards we've tested. By comparison, the Logitech K810 Bluetooth
illuminated keyboard measures 11.3 by 5.1 by 0.4 inches and weighs 11.89 ounces. The keyboard bending housing is made of brushed matte aluminium. Hinges allows you to fold the keyboard when you want to dispose of it, but there is no locking mechanism. Flip-out legs with rubber pads help stabilize the keyboard on flat surfaces. It
doesn't have a magnetic connection, so it won't attach to any of your devices. Developing a keyboard powers it; there is no physical power switch. You'll see three LEDs — Power, State, and Caps — in the middle of the keyboard, above the Function keys. The power indicator flashes green for a few seconds, then turns off to tell you that
the keyboard is activated. Power LED also flashes red when the keyboard needs to be charged. When charging, it glows constantly red; when fully charged, it turns off completely. The key to the battery capacity function makes the POWER LED flash indicate the power level. The state indicator flashes blue when the keyboard is in pairing
mode and turns off when paired successfully. It also glows stable green when the keyboard is connected to a laptop or other compatible device with a micro USB cable turned on. And caps LED simply turns blue when you press caps lock key. Color backlighting is a nice addition. You can choose between blue, green and red. Colors
illuminate the outline of each key and the symbols on each key. You can cycle between colors by holding down the Function key and the left Alt key and pressing the direction keys up or down. When 15 minutes of sleepless, the keyboard goes to sleep; touching any key will wake him up. The 750mAh rechargeable rechargeable battery
lasts an impressively long time. iClever claims 300 hours of continuous use with the rear light turned off or five hours with the lights on, with 90 days to wait. It takes less than four hours battery is fully charged. Micro USB USB port is located on the top edge of the keyboard, behind the LEDs. Setting up Bluetooth pairing is easy. Simply
unfurle the keyboard, and then press function and key C at the same time to activate pairing mode. Then select the iClever keyboard from the device's Bluetooth settings menu. To test, I paired the keyboard with the Samsung Galaxy S6 and iPhone 6 with ease. You can also use a wired connection. Just unwrap the keyboard to turn it on,
then plug the intended micro USB cable into the keyboard and connect the other end to the device of your choice. I tested with lenovo thinkpad X250, which worked immediately. You can replace between wired or wireless connections by pressing the Function button and 1 (wireless) or 2 (wired) keys. This means that you can connect to
two devices at once. The keyboard works with Android, iOS, or Windows PCs, phones, and tablets, but not with Macs, Nokia devices, or Windows 8 PCs. For wider compatibility, try the aforementioned Logitech K810 that works with Android, iOS, Mac OS X, and Windows, including Windows 7, 8, and 10. But it doesn't add up and costs
more than an iClever keyboard. Typing ExperienceTyping takes a little or a little time to get used to. The keys are the same size as on the standard keyboard, so I had no problem typing entire emails and documents, including this review. Someone with large or wide arms may experience some discomfort, but I had no problem. Keys offer
a good amount of resistance and feedback, and they are silent, which is a plus when typing at night. Unlike the previous model, this keyboard has a row of dedicated function buttons at the top of the keyboard, although you still need to hold down the Function key to activate items such as Cut, Copy, Paste, and Media Controls. Apple
tablet users may want to stick with ClamCase or Zagg Zaggfolio, each with a dedicated order of iPad-specific function keys. But these keyboards are larger and won't work with Android or Windows devices. The conclusion of the iClever 3 Color Backlight Bluetooth keyboard is an improvement over its predecessor in many ways. Allows
you to connect to devices with a micro USB cable turned on, as well as wirelessly via Bluetooth. Battery life is long, and the keyboard is slightly higher, allowing for a more comfortable typing experience. Solid aluminum build means it should survive in backpacks and other bags, and multicolored lighting looks cool. For the price, the
iClever portable folding Bluetooth keyboard with folding lighting is one of the best portable keyboards we can recommend and our latest Editor's Choice. View it $48.99 on Amazon MSRP$54.99 Pros Lightweight, solid build. Compatible with Android, iOS, and some versions of Windows. Seamless wired and wireless connections. View
More Cons Missing Physical Switch iClever 3 boja Bluetooth Bluetooth backlight is an affordable, high-quality typing solution on your phone or tablet, and even on some desktop computers. Best keyboard selects further reading
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